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A cool pumpkin
Scary bottle cooler

A cool pumpkin

The pumpkin bottle cooler
brings a really creepy
atmosphere into your
party room.
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Introduction

Frankenstein, Dracula and Darth Vader are all looking forward to a scary
Halloween party, too! The pumpkin bottle cooler brings a really creepy
atmosphere into the party room. Instead of candlelight, this pumpkin dispenses
chilled drinks to refresh spooky guests as a practical party gimmick. This
absolute eye catcher is ready to cool the drinks within an hour. !
Required power tools:
> PSA 700 E sabre saw
> PSR 10,8 LI-2 cordless drill driver with holesaw accessory (adjust diameter
to bottle size; in this case 6 cm)
Other accessories:
Detailed material list:
pcs

Designation
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Large pumpkin (e.g.
muscat pumpkin, winter
squash)
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Bowl

Length

Width

Thickness Material

Ice cubes
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Sawing through the pumpkin
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Drilling the holes

First saw through the middle of the pumpkin from side to side. The Bosch PSA
700 E sabre saw makes easy work of it. Then hollow out the pumpkin.
Note: Do not, for hygienic reasons, use the pumpkin flesh to prepare food!
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There will be no shortage of scary faces at the Halloween party, so on this
occasion the pumpkin is given a different look. Holes are drilled in the top half
of the pumpkin to hold bottles, maybe using the Bosch PSR 10,8 LI-2 cordless
drill driver and a suitable holesaw.
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Filling the pumpkin
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Tip

Place a bowl full of ice cubes in the lower half of the pumpkin, pop the
pumpkin lid on top, fill it with bottles and enjoy the spooky drinks that go with a
Halloween party.
If you would like to give the bottles a Halloween facelift, download the motto
labels from the Bosch homepage, print them on adhesive label paper and
cut them out. Use water to remove the old labels from the bottles, and glue
on the new ones. These drinks will definitely be liked, even by zombies and
bloodsuckers!

Bosch does not accept any responsibility for the instructions stored here. Bosch would also like to point
out that you follow these instructions at your own risk. For your own safety, please take all the necessary
precautions.

